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Setting up the battlefield. 
The battlefield is a 2 foot x 2 foot table of 12 squares x 12 squares. 
Starting in one corner and taking each block of 2 x 2 squares in turn, deal a playing card for each of the 36 
areas. 
If the card turned is a Jack, that area is wooded.  Place a tree in each square. 
If the card turned is a Queen, that area is a village.  Place a house in each square. 
If the card turned is a King, that area is a hill.  Place a hill tile. 
If four hills form a square, then add a second hill tile over the centre of the four. 
If the card turned is a Joker (or a red ace if the pack has no jokers) then a river exists.  Determine which suit 
shall represent which table edge and draw two cards to indicate from their numbers, counting clockwise 
around the table, between which squares the river flows.  The river must be placed to flow around any hills 
and if possible beside any villages.    
There must be a bridge at each village adjacent to the river, otherwise draw two more cards and count from 
either end of the river where bridges shall be placed.  
 

Choosing the armies. 
Note.  My armies are of 6mm figures on 2cmx2cm bases.  Close order infantry are in three ranks of six, cavalry 
are in two ranks of four and artillery are one gun and three crew.  Skirmishers are three pairs to a base. 
 
Unless playing a historical scenario, each player rolls a total of twelve dice.   
The dice are marked I,I,A,C,X,Blank.  If using standard D6, 1 & 2 are I for Infantry, 3 is Artillery, 4 is Cavalry, 5 is 
"X" and 6 is blank. 
 
For each I (1,2) rolled he takes an infantry battalion of four bases, for each C (4) rolled he takes a cavalry 
regiment of four bases and for each A (3) rolled he takes an artillery battery of two bases.  If there are more 
than four infantry battalions, one may be Guards.  If there are more than two cavalry regiments, one may be 
heavy cavalry.  Finally one infantry regiment may be designated as light troops and replaced by twelve bases of 
skirmishers. 
 
The troops are deployed by the players in the first three rows from their own side of the table.  A unit may 
occupy one square as a block or two adjacent squares as a line or march column. 
 
Close order infantry and cavalry are normally four bases to each square.  Artillery are two bases to each 
square.  Skirmishers are three bases to each square.  Always place the unit command base (with flag) at the 
front right of the unit. 
 
Only Skirmishers may enter woods.  Infantry and Artillery may deploy in villages at two bases to each square, 
so an Infantry unit must occupy two adjacent squares. 
 

Playing the game. 
Players take alternate turns.   
Unless playing a historical scenario, each player rolls a die to see who goes first.  A beats C beats I beats X 
beats blank (or use standard D6). 
Each turn a player rolls six dice, which indicate the number of Infantry, Cavalry and Artillery units he can 
activate this turn. For historical battles, roll half the number of dice as the number of units in the army, 
rounding up. 
 

Troop capabilities. 
Infantry may move up to two squares and fire into the square directly to their front. 



Cavalry may move up to three squares and attack into the square directly to their front. 
Artillery may move up to one square and fire at a range of up to four squares to the front, or up to five squares 
from the front square of a hill. 
For all troops, changing facing by 90° or 180° counts as one square of movement. 
Cavalry closing to attack may only change facing as the first action before moving forwards. 
Infantry may form square or reform from square instead of moving.  Once in square no movement is allowed. 
All units in or entering a village or wood may move one square only or change facing. 
 

Attacking and shooting 
Attacking means moving to contact.  Shooting means shooting at one square range if the unit did not move 
first.  Note that skirmish troops may not move to attack, but may move to contact and shoot. 
All attacking and shooting is directly ahead only and takes place after moving the unit (if desired) but before 
moving the next unit.  When shooting without moving only the front rank of infantry bases in a square 
counts.  If moving to attack all the bases in the attacking unit's square count. 
Only infantry may move to attack woods and villages. 
Roll one die per eligible base attacking or shooting. 
 
Add one die for the following: 

Attacking an enemy from the rear. 
   Any cavalry against infantry not in square. 
   Heavy cavalry against Light cavalry. 
   Guards attacking or shooting. 
   Artillery shooting at one square range. 
 
Deduct one die for the following: 
   Attacking an enemy on a higher level. 
 Conscripts or other inferior troops attacking or shooting. 
 
If cavalry attack infantry in square the infantry fire first with one die for each unit on the side of the square 
from which they were charged.   
If Infantry attack a village or wood the defenders fire first.  
If any troops attack artillery from the front the artillery fire first. 
 
If attacking or shooting infantry remove one base for each I rolled, against cavalry remove one base for each C 
rolled and against artillery remove one base for each A rolled.  If moving to attack an X removes any type of 
enemy base.  
Against enemy in woods or villages two hits are needed to remove a base. 
Skirmisher fire does not cause the removal of a base, but the following procedure is carried out as if a base 
were lost.  Remember that skirmishers may not attack. 
 
The enemy rolls one die for each base lost.  For each die that fails to roll the unit's own type (I, C or A), the unit 
must retreat one square, directly away from their attacker.  A unit retreating more than one square will turn 
its back to the enemy, otherwise the unit will face the attacker.  Infantry in square who retreat will reform as a 
block in one square following the same rules. 
 
The battle is won when one side has twice the number of active units as his opponent. 

 


